
A Pirate in my Paddling Pool  - Text for Monday 29th June 

 “There’s a what?” asked Mum, thinking 

that she had misheard. After all, she had 

been very busy making dinner when Clare 

had burst into the kitchen.  

“A pirate, Mum,” urged Clare, “There’s a 

pirate in my paddling pool.”  

“A pirate?” questioned Mum, still sure that Clare must have 

said something else.  

“Yes, Mum. A real-life pirate.  He has a parrot on his shoulder 

and everything!” Clare shouted, not quite sure which part of 

the story Mum didn’t understand. “Quick – come and have a 

look!”  

She grabbed Mum’s hand and led her through the back door, 

past the vegetable patch and all the way to the furthest 

corner of the back garden, where the sandbox and paddling 

pool sat next to the slide.  

Sure enough, sitting in a soggy heap in the middle of the pool, 

was a pirate. A burly, wet pirate with a wooden leg, one eye 

covered by a patch and a colourful parrot sat on his shoulder.  

“Polly wants a cracker!” the pirate’s feathered friend 

squawked as the pirate took off his shoe and poured out the 

water. 



                             A Pirate in my Paddling Pool  - Text for Tuesday 30th June 

“Erm... hello there, sir... are you okay? How may we help you?” 

said Mum nervously.  

 “Aye, aye, me hearty! I’m as splendid as a cod in 

the morning!” the pirate replied, grinning to 

reveal a mouth full of missing teeth.  

“It’s just... I’m not quite sure why there is a pirate sitting in 

my daughter’s paddling pool, that’s all,” replied Mum.  

She was trying to be polite but she was starting to wonder if 

this was actually a dream.  

The pirate tilted his head and a look of confusion spread 

across his face.  

“I don’t think he understands you, Mum,” said Clare. “Let me 

try.”  

She stepped towards the paddling pool and bent down, as if 

talking to a child. “Ahoy, me hearty!” bellowed Clare, in her 

very best pirate voice. She had seen it done in films.  

“What’s a salty seadog like ye doin’ in our ‘ere 

paddlin’ pool?” she asked.  

“Ahhhh, me land lubber!” the pirate replied. “I have 

me self a map. It leads to the finest treasure this land ‘as 

ever seen... only, I seem to ‘ave gotten meself a bit... lost.” 



The next part of the story will be shared with you tomorrow, but for now we 

thought you might like to learn to talk like a pirate yourself.  Well, maybe after 

you’ve done today’s word chest sentences and answered the questions about the 

text. 

 

 

 

How to Talk Like a Pirate 

 

First off, you need to growl a lot and sort of yell your words with a scowl on your 

face. Say "Arrrrr!" every now and then and gesture a lot. 

 

Always say "me" not "my". For example, you would say "This is me ship", not "This is 

my ship". 

 

Here are some words and phrases you can use: 

• Ahoy! - Hello 

• Aye! - Yes 

• Booty - Treasure 

• Colors - Flag 

• Matey - Shipmate or friend 

• Hearties - Friends 

• Lass - Woman or girl 

• Avast! - Stop 

• Blimey! - Something to say when frustrated 

• Savvy? - Do you understand? 

• Shiver me timbers! - Something to say when you are surprised 

• Yo-ho-ho - Something to say when happy 

• Ye - Use this instead of "you" 

• Aft - The back of the ship 

• Bilge - Bottom of the ship 

• Fore - Front of the ship 

• Port - Left side of the ship 

• Starboard - Right side of the ship 

• Buccaneer - Another name for pirate 

• Lad - Young man 

• Scallywag - Someone you don't trust 

• Shanty - Song 

• Cutlass - Pirate's sword 

• Doubloons - Gold coins or money 

• Jolly Roger - The flag of a pirate ship 

• Hornswaggle - Cheat someone 

• Marooned - To get stuck on a desert island 

• Walk the plank - To be forced to walk off a plank of the ship into the ocean 

• Weigh Anchor - Get the ship ready to sail 

Yo ho ho buccaneers! Why not grab yer cutlasses, get yer selves outside, 

weigh anchor and go find yer selves some booty, saavy?     


